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BCA - 40 Years of Culinary Delights

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bca-40-years-of-culinary-delights/

What memories do you have of enjoying a fabulous meal and equally memorable companionship with
BCA friends somewhere in the world over the past 40 years?

Campbell and I joined BCA in October, 2002 and sixteen years later, I don’t think there has been one
BCA gathering I’ve attended that hasn’t had, at a minimum, a welcome selection of beverages, and on
those special occasions, an amazing assortment of tasty snacks, yummy sides, delectable mains and
desserts to die for prepared in galleys large and small, whipped up in a surprisingly short period of time
and produced almost as if out of thin air. It does not seem to matter where one is in the world; it can be on
the dock, in a busy harbour, or in a remote anchorage far from the madding crowd but whenever a BCA
burgee is seen fluttering from the halyards, we know we have found a friend or two to share Happy Hour
with and/or a meal.
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 Food and fellowship at a BCA rendezvous

Knowing first-hand how much we enjoy a good meal and the special significance that food takes on when
cruising offshore, it is not surprising to learn that BCA has, not once, but twice published a cookbook for
its members. The first, Bluewater Does it Offshore: Meals on Keels, was printed in 1988 on the
occasion of BCA’s 10th anniversary.
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 BCA’s 10th Anniversary
cookbook compiled by Alix Day, published in 1988

The second, a 100-page book with a less “saucy” title, Bluewater Cruising Chefs, was published in 1999
for the 20th anniversary. Its publication seems to have been an association-wide effort: there were seven
people on the Cookbook Committee with Jacquie Melzer as the lead Organizer, and nearly 50 members
contributed recipes. In the introductory Forward, then Commodore Malcolm Wilkinson exhorted
members to save their favourite recipes for inclusion in a 30th anniversary edition, but sadly, that never
came to fruition.
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 BCA’s second cookbook, published in 1999

We were fortunate enough to have the second cookbook aboard Camdeboo; I think it must have been in
the Leaver’s Package we received in 2006. With seven people onboard (nine at one point!), I quickly
came to appreciate how important the care and feeding of crew was to general morale and everyone’s
sense of well-being.
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 Jelly roll for
how many crew?

Our BCA cookbook was a frequent “go-to” and we started to write the date and our location in the
margin whenever a recipe was used. Looking back, I can tell which were our favourites by the number of
times a date was added or a comment made about a necessary change in ingredients due to the lack of
something else. Jan Denny’s Indonesian Fish Paté, Barb Angel’s Crunchy Cabbage Salad, Glenora
Doherty’s North to Alaska Corn Salad, Kathie Thompson’s Mustard Roasted Potatoes, Ronna
Chisholm’s Peanut Butter Oat Squares, and Mel Muth’s Flipjack frequently graced the cockpit table (it
was far too hot to sit at the salon table most of the time), but the all-time, hands-down favourite was
Muriel Cienciala’s Japanese Chicken Pieces. Camdeboo has now been back in the Pacific Northwest for
seven years, but Muriel’s recipe still causes a tidal wave of memories whenever it is prepared to this day.

Recently I had the privilege of meeting Past Commodore, Alix Day, and during our conversation she
showed me her copy of Meals on Keels, and shared one of her favourite recipes, Jan Denny’s Rum Pie. It
sounded absolutely delicious! I took a photograph of the recipe and tested it on unsuspecting attendees at
the Port Browning August Rendezvous. There was not enough time for the pie to fully set before dinner,
but that did not seem to deter anyone. It was scooped out with a large spoon instead of a pie slice and
disappeared completely before the end of the evening. A second pie, left overnight in the fridge, set
perfectly and did not last long once discovered by the skipper and crew. Needless to say, I have added the
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recipe to my collection!

 From Meals on Keels: Jan Denny’s Rum Pie recipe

Talking about food and BCA, how can we not remember the famous pig roasts that originally were
intended as the send-off party for members going offshore? There have been two recently, hosted by
Barry and Amanda Glickman at their home in Gorge Harbour, but prior to that the last one in Vancouver
was on the occasion of BCA’s 30th anniversary in 2008. From the photo spread in the November 2008
issue of Currents, it looks like it was quite the party! Dave Fukuhara was the head chef at many of those
early pig roasts and he wrote a detailed description cum recipe of all that such an event entails in 
Bluewater Cruising Chefs, just in case we want to host another one sometime in the future…
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 Currents photo-spread, November 2008

And so here we are, well into a year-long celebration of BCA’s 40th anniversary. There is no third
cookbook in sight (at least, not that I know of), but during Peterson Cup cruising rallies and BCA
Rendezvous’ there is always talk of food and even more talk about sharing some of the stand-out, must-
have recipes.

Who knows, perhaps there is BCA member or maybe two waiting in the wings who would love to
organize/edit an updated 40th anniversary cookbook… Hint, hint!!

In the meantime, Currents is an excellent place to share:

favourite / easiest / time-saving galley and beverage recipes
memorable occasions, formal or spontaneous, that involved food and fellowship with other BCA
cruisers over the years

Please send your memories and recipes to Rosario, Current’s managing editor. Let’s see if we can fill the
Currents inbox and update our recipe files for next year’s cruising season!
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 Tasty treats at BCA potluck

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Alternators

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/alternators/

Early electrical pioneers discovered that passing a magnet in close proximity to coiled wire induced an
electrical charge, and that a rotating magnet in front of coiled wire created alternating current.  This
electrical principle is the basis of an alternator.  An alternator is a rotating machine designed to produce
alternating current that can then be rectified to produce directional current that can be used, or stored for
later use in a battery.

An alternator consists of three basic parts: the stationary portion secured to the engine (stator), the
rotating portion (rotor) that is turned by the engine belts, and the rectifier set that converts AC power to
DC.  The alternator’s output needs to be regulated, or it would output power continuously, based on ratio
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of windings of coiled wire and RPM of the rotor, regardless of battery state of charge. The rotor is an
electromagnet that draws power from the electrical system to power the alternator, and creates 10X the
power it draws.  By regulating the power supplied to the rotor, the alternator output can be tailored to the
battery bank requirements.

The first regulators were simple electromechanical spring and coil combinations, but they have evolved
into the digital era. The basics remain the same, in that the rotor needs to be powered and the output needs
an electrical pathway to the battery.  When troubleshooting an alternator, it is these two considerations
that are fundamental.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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The Sounds of Shearwater

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/the-sounds-of-shearwater/

I awoke this morning, not to the sound of the Eagles, but first to a wake rocking the boat, then the deep
throated grumble of a big diesel right beside my pillow. It roared, grumbled, and roared again and again. I
peeked out the window to see a barge full of explosive fuel tanks and a couple of containers drifting by
and being stopped by the big roar. I listened from my pillow as it proceeded to drift away a length or two,
then roar and rumble again as it turned and powered into the docking ramp. More engines and the
containers were off loaded. I assume that was the groceries for the town for the week.

Back to sleep for a few minutes, then a rumble again. Then a roar and more rocking as the tug boat spun
the big barge around to tie up to my dock. Yes, my dock. As it rafted to the other barge on the other side
of my dock, it rumbled, roared, and clanged. After tying up it rumbled off to the fuel dock where it went
quiet again for a moment.

Then another engine. This time the Helijet behind the fuel dock wound up, spun it’s rotors, warmed it’s
turbos, and after a long while, rose the pitch to a screaming throb as it lifted into the sky, turned, lifted
again and flew over my head, lifting it too from my pillow.

Before it actually lifted off, another engine purred between us, as a float plane taxied out to the bay. Then
it went quiet for a moment before the float plane roared it engines to the maximum thrust and pushed half
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the water in the bay aside as it lumbered down the waterway and rose ever so slowly, just above the trees
before banking around and making another pass at me before disappearing down Gunboat Passage at tree
top level, as though it was hiding from the guns I wished were still there with open season on noise.

As the bay cleared of heavy equipment, a sailboat with a smaller sailboat strapped to its side, putted by
me to haul out at the boat yard. As it disappeared behind the trees, it went quiet for a few moments before
I heard the putt putt sound of the dinghy motor, after five pulls to start it. It headed off to the main dock,
with shower towels in hand and likely a grocery list to be first in line for the store’s noon opening.

The genset on the small powerboat behind me started up again to run the refrigeration and air
conditioning for a half hour, the owner has a loud phone call and finally it unties. I wave good-bye and
say “enjoy the quiet”. He doesn’t hear me as he cups his hands behind his ears and shakes his head.

Finally I begin to hear the ravens calling as a couple of small speed boats slip past. Next is the anchor
chain from the small sailboat out in the bay as they drift around. The tug starts his engine again at the fuel
dock and idles for some time. The birds scream continuously now, the smaller ones just barely audible in
the trees as the tug revs his engine preparing to leave.

I glance past the heliport at the big digger, building the road and wonder what time it will start up. The
tug is rumbling and moving away now as it heads back to its dock, which the 35 fish boats
vacated yesterday. It ties up as another speedboat idles away from the fuel dock. The ravens call.

Rattles come from the boat tied behind me, making breakfast I presume. Now I can hear the small
computer fan in our boat as it keeps the fresh air moving through. Interrupted only by another speedboat
returning to dock. I watch as another log floats by, lifted off the shore last night on the 16 foot King tide.
As it floats barely above the surface I wonder if the gulls will convene on it before it drifts away.

Before it can move a log’s length, the Travelift diesel comes to life and another small powerboat heads in
while the last one guns it’s outboard to head out. The sailboat behind me has finished breakfast and I hear
the diesel fire up; it’s leaving and I’ll be almost alone on the dock, except for the other BCA boat that
loaned me a small strap wrench last night. Best I try it out now on the oil filter that is painted on to the
new engine, change the oil and go find a quiet anchorage. The noise has been non-stop for 3 hours since
6:00 am. The sun is keeping my coffee hot as the day heats up with cloudless skies and another small boat
pushes water from it’s engine. Soon the wake will rock the boat as I reach for another fresh muffin.

Good morning; coffee is ready.

Photo Credit: Mike Wigle, Michael Wigle Photography

About The Author

Don Chandler

Saracen - Martin 32

Don Chandler learned to sail in English Bay racing around the buoys for a decade before doing Vic-Maui
in 2000 and sailing to Glacier Bay a decade ago. After meeting Leslie on the water in a kayak taking
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surfing lessons, they found a common interest in sailing and bought the Martin 32 Saracen. They have
been following Plan A the past six years: leave when the boat is ready, sail north, turn around before the
fog. So far Plan A has gotten us to Glacier Bay, Haida Gwaii and the mid coast most years.

_______________________________________________
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September: Back to School, Work, and BCA!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/september-back-to-school-work-and-bca/

September always seems more like the beginning of a new year than January, with summer holidays over,
students back to school, and workers returning to jobs. September is also the start of a new season of
BCA programs and activities!

Because Bluewater Cruising Association is a volunteer-led organization, members are needed to help
organize club nights, courses, on-the-water events, etc.; publish Currents; coordinate the annual directory;
serve on the Board of Directors; and a myriad of other projects and tasks. BCA needs you!

Right now, the Vancouver Watch seeks two capable and enthusiastic members to serve as Education and
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Speakers Watchkeepers. The much-appreciated, outgoing Watchkeepers, Shannon Rae (Education) and
Stefanie Schulz (Speakers), will be available to train the new Watchkeepers and the Vancouver Watch,
under the leadership of Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore, Stephen Carlman, will be available to
support and advise as needed.

In a nutshell, the purposes of, and skill sets needed for, the two positions are:

Education

Purpose: To identify, develop, and coordinate the delivery of annual educational programming for the
Chapter.

Knowledge / Skills Required for the Position:

General knowledge of skills and experience required for safe boating and offshore preparation.
Ability to liaise and collaborate with sailing community to identify and contract with experts and
knowledgeable people to create and deliver educational courses.
Project management skills an asset.
Familiarity with Internet, Word, Email, Excel and understanding how to conduct database
searches an asset.
Incumbent will be trained on how to use BCA’s Calendar & Events on the website.

Speakers

Purpose: To organize interesting and applicable presentations for the Chapter’s Club nights.

Knowledge / Skills Required for the Position:

Knowledge of cruising BCA members and others who may be available as presenters.
Good verbal and written communication skills.
Good organizational skills.
Feeling comfortable speaking in front of groups an asset.

For complete job descriptions and to volunteer for one of these exciting and important positions, please 
contact Donna Sassaman, BCA’s Volunteer Coordinator, at your earliest convenience. Thank you!

Wishing you a happy 2018 – 2019 BCA ‘new year’!

About The Author

Donna Sassaman, Volunteer Coordinator

Alia - Spencer 44 Sloop

Donna and her husband, Bill, have been members of BCA from 1986 – 1994 and 2002 – present. They
had many wonderful cruising adventures in Mexico, French Polynesia, and Hawaii from 1990 – 1993.
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Donna’s BCA volunteer bio includes: Currents’ editor (twice!), annual directory coordinator, VI
communications watchkeeper, VI chapter secretary, and Board secretary. After not very much arm-
twisting, she accepted the challenge of the Volunteer Coordinator position. So, please be kind and say
‘yes’ when Donna approaches you about volunteering! 

_______________________________________________
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How We Spent Part of the 2018 Summer

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/how-we-spent-part-of-the-2018-summer/

It might not be “bluewater cruising” but away from the scorching heat of summer in the tropics, cruising
the canals of Europe, is a great way to spend hurricane season! Gerri and I are on our second summer in
the European Union (EU) volunteering through the Workaway Program (workaway.com). We are legally
allowed to remain in the EU for three months at a time and this summer is shaping up to be as amazing as
last year!
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We put Ultegra to bed at Marina Mazatlan, where she is very safe from hurricanes for the next 5-6
months. Luis is looking after her again so she is in very good hands. We then flew from Mazatlan to
Mexico City to NYC. After a few days of visiting with friends and relatives, we were off to Amsterdam.
We caught the FlixBus to Brussels, where we got a good night’s sleep in a very nice AirBnB.

The next morning, we walked five blocks to the train station and caught our train to Marchinne au Pont,
in the town of Charleroi on the Canal du Centre. The boat, Nénuphar, our home for the next three weeks,
and our host, Kieth, were waiting quayside when we arrived at noon. We had tried to connect with this
boat last year but it didn’t work out. This year we were first in line! A short introduction, a safety
briefing, stowing our belonging in the forward cabin, untying the lines and we were off!
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We traveled north then west, through Charleroi in the Canal Charleroi – Bruxelles, passing through three
locks before our first stop. We pulled into a small branch Canal called, “branch de Seneffe”, where we
tied up to bollards on the canal edge, settled down, had a glass of wine and, the first of many to come, a
wonderful dinner prepared by our host.

The next morning we are underway at 8 am, which we tried to do each day. We went west to join the
Canal du Centre and continue west. Our next descent was the amazing Ascensuer de Strepy-Thieu. It is a
huge elevator that drops 300 feet. It is very high-tech and many people stop to watch it along the
highway. We then pass through three more locks into Canal Nimy, where we stop in the small hamlet of
Blaton. The next morning we head further west on the L’Escaut Canal towards France. After passing
through five locks, we arrive at Bouchain, just south of Valenciennes. There is a WWII ruin, with bullet
holes from the Allied bombing, near the bridge adjacent to the village church . We re-provisioned in town
with lots of bread and wine. We also finally got a SIM card for our phone from a Tabac store. We chose
the provider, Orange, as we understood it would also work in Spain.
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We continued to the very lovely city of Cambrai, where we visit an Orange service centre. We were able
to get Wifi, but only on the one phone and with no hotspot capability. This left us continually searching
for a McDonalds! They are quite different in Europe and have very nice McCáfes with free unlimited
Wifi.

After Cambrai we continued south in the Canal de St. Quentin and, after sixteen locks, we arrived in
Honnecourt sur Escaut. It was another lovely canal-side location to enjoy another fine meal and a few
glasses of very nice French boxed wine. We only bought box wine due to storage issues on the boat.
There are many, very good box wines at very affordable prices in Europe. Although, wine is less
expensive in Mexico.
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The next day was very interesting. We transited five kilometers through a tunnel under a mountain! Due
to the length of the tunnel, the exhaust from the engine was a problem. To avoid this, a chain driven tug
tows boats through the tunnel. There are two transits through the tunnel per day and ours was scheduled
for 9 am. We arrived on time to find another yacht waiting. We rigged our tow lines while waiting for the
tugboat. We rigged crossed tow lines, but for this configuration, they are too short. Once underway,
steering became a problem as we tried to stay centred in the very narrow channel, but kept being pulled
into the wall. The tunnel is straight as an arrow, but too long and dark to see the exit until over halfway
through. An hour later we entered a second tunnel. This one was only two km long so we were able to use
the engine to  easily and quickly power through it.
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The canals are commercial and have many turns and bends. They are crowded with many very big, and
very heavily burdened, vessels, which requires a very attentive helms-person. The commercial barges
always have priority and right of way, even at a lock. If they arrived at a lock after us, once the gate
opened, we would give way.

We traveled quite slowly, averaging 5-8 knots depending on the width of the canals. The narrower the
canal, the slower we would go, and at times slow enough that runners on the canal side would pass us!
We traveled through forests, farm fields, small hamlets, villages and towns. In the evenings, we would
find a suitable place to stop, drive mooring pins into the canal bank, tie off and then…enjoy HAPPY
HOUR!
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We passed the town of Saint-Quentin and paralleled the River Somme, which figures heavily in Canadian
WWI history. Thousands of Canadians died there. Further south, at Fargniers, we arrived in the Canal de
Lateral á l’Oise. We continued on to the very rural area of Canal de l’Oise á Aisne. At Bourg-et-Comin,
we entered the Lateral á la Aisne, or the canal parallel to the Aisne river. This section traverses three hills,
but only one lock before arriving at Berry-au-Bac, where we found a boulanger who opened at 0700! We
set off the next day with fresh, warm baguettes for breakfast. We continued to the Canal de la Marne á
l’Aisne, which brought us to the beautiful city of Reims. We went to the grocery store, the laundromat
and a café to use the Wifi.

While in Reims, Keith caught the train back to Amsterdam and I proceeded to remove the aft decking
with a jack hammer. It was a horrible job, but the jackhammer made the work relatively easy and I was
done in four hours. The bonus is I can reuse the cork from the deck to replace the teak in Ultegra‘s
cockpit! Now I don’t have to spend the $1500!

Keith returned and the next morning we headed off, stopping in the town “Marina” to top off our water
tank. The office was closed so we used a pair of vice grips to open the tap and fill our tanks. Five hundred
meters from the marina, we arrived at the first lock, only to find out we were too late. Fortunately, the
canal side was nice so we put pins in the ground and tied up for the night. The next day, we began our
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long climb and descent into the town of Nancy. We passed through another tunnel and continued to
Conde sur Marne, where we left the Canal de l’Aisne a la Marne and enter the Canal Lateral a la Marne.
We arrived in Chalons en Champagne the next morning and tied up in a very nice little marina on the
edge of town, We spent the day walking around the town, looking at it’s lovely cathedrals and parks.

The next day we continued to Vitry le Francois. Here we tied up near a large boat yard and I finished the
final horrible grind out around the corners of the rear deck and primed it. We departed Vitry and entered
the Canal de la Marne au Rhin. We got an early start as we planned to arrive in Bar la Duc, which is 29
locks up hill! The locks are about one km apart and the boat is raised up about 2.6 meters at each lock.
Being raised is much harder than being lowered because the force of the water as it floods the lock can be
very turbulent. You can’t tie the boat off, but must continually shorten up as the boat ascends, and this
takes some effort. Twenty nine locks in a day was pretty tiring for the rope handlers, even with three of us
sharing duties. After Bar le Duc we stopped in Ligny-en-Barroisnd before we reached the summit, passed
through the Tunnel de Mauvages and began our descent into Toul. Knowing we would be pressed for
time in Nancy, we shipped the cork flooring to Mazatlan via DHL from Toul. The shipping was very
expensive but well worth it, considering the flooring was free!

A couple of kilometres out of Toul, we entered la Moselle, which would carry us through five descending
locks, passing lovely countryside and the rest of the way to Nancy, our final destination aboard 
Nénuphar and with our host, Kieth. Nancy is an amazing 11th century town full of charm, elegance and
finesse. Stanislas Square,with its abundance of great art, is the highlight. I remembered this place well
from when I flew for Air France in the late 1980’s.

We spent our last evening aboard taking our host out to dinner at Cafe Foy, on the edge of Stanislas
Square. The light show unfortunately didn’t start until the next week, but the surrounding buildings were
nicely lit up. In the morning, we caught the tram to Gare Nancy, where we boarded the TGV to Paris. One
and a half hours to Paris Gare d’Est and from there we found our way to Orly Airport to catch our flight
to Menorca, Spain for our next Workaway gig.

In Menorca, we planned to meet our friend, Jose, whom we met last summer. Our plan then included
a short flight to Malaga to visit our good friend, Birgitta, who visited us in Mexico. We hoped to be back
in Benalmádena in July to spend a few weeks on the 73? yacht we were on last year.
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A note about the weather: We had amazing luck with the weather. This time of year normally has a fair
amount of rain in this region. We packed long underwear and some rain gear. The long underwear was a
waste of space and the rain gear was worn twice. It was unusually warm for this time of year and when it
rained, it was early evening or the middle of the night. There was constant thunderstorm activity most
afternoons and evenings, so the rain was heavy but short-lived as the storm cells deteriorate in the cooling
temperatures. Most afternoons the temp hits 30 C, which made it quite nice. Gerri might differ in opinion.

 

About The Author

Dennis Giraud

Ultegra - Beneteau 44, Cutter Rigged

Dennis has sailed from Vancouver to Haida Gwaii as well as the west coast of Vancouver Island. He has
cruised the Sea of Cortez, and will be venturing out to Panama in the next season. 
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Planning to go Offshore? Join the 2018-19 VI Fleet and Weather
Groups

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/planning-to-go-offshore-join-the-2018-19-vi-fleet-and-weather-
groups/

Getting Ready to Head Offshore? Learn with Fellow BCA VI Members at Fleet and Weather

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two on your own boat or someone else’s, consider
joining the VI Fleet and Weather Group of 2018/19 which will have an introductory meeting at 6:30 pm
on Wednesday, September 26 at Royal Victoria Yacht Club. The cost is $60 per boat for the year.

Starting on Wednesday, October 17, Fleet will meet once a month with presentations and/or group
discussions on a variety of topics of interest to group members. Many Fleet members also join the
Weather Group (no additional charge), which also will meet monthly on Wednesday evenings, starting
October 31.

The Weather Group is designed to help participants increase their understanding of global weather and to
develop skills in analyzing and applying weather information available at sea.

If you are interested in joining the 2018/19 VI Fleet, contact Al and Daragh for more information. For
2018/19 VI Weather information contact Larry Roberts.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator
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Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.
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Vancouver Club Night - Why Leave Home?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-why-leave-home/

Please join the Vancouver Chapter for our first presenter of the 2018/2019 season!  Dina Aloi and
Malcolm MacPhail will be answering the question, “Why Leave Home?” as they talk about their
adventures on Good as Gold from Vancouver all the way through the South Pacific to Australia.

_______________________________________________
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VI Mid-Island Club Night - Salish Sea to the Sea of Cortez

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-mid-island-club-night-salish-sea-to-the-sea-of-cortez/

Join Brian Short as he regales his audience about his voyage down from Vancouver Island to the Sea of
Cortez this past winter.

Start with the jump to San Francisco, then follow the harbour hopping to Cabo San Lucas, La Paz,
Mazatlán, La Cruz and San Blas with many stops in between.  Brian travelled with crew for part of the
voyage, with his first mate Glenda, and also sailed solo.  His 45’ Beneteau Oceanis Carpe Ventus mostly
held together for the trip with the occasional, nay, frequent trips to the chandleries for parts and repairs.

Come and hear tales of woe and ecstasy, see pictures of this great West Coast voyage, and learn a bit of
the psychology of voyaging. Is this trip right for you? Brian will try to help you answer that question.
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Outboard Maintenance

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/outboard-maintenance/

The VI Chapter kicks off another jam-packed year of invaluable, relevant and affordable Education
courses with Outboard Maintenance, a brand new workshop being taught by Todd Kroll, GM of Vector
Yacht Services Ltd in Sidney.

Outboard Maintenance will give you a hands-on approach to looking after your outboard when there is no
service centre nearby and, most importantly, what to do with it after it goes swimming…

Given that your dinghy and outboard are among the most important pieces of essential equipment on your
boat, knowing what to do when something goes wrong is critical. Sitting back and hoping the problem
will go away isn’t likely to be the solution!

Class size is limited, so register soon!
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BCA Thanksgiving Rendezvous 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/bca-thanksgiving-rendezvous-2018/

The BCA Calgary Chapter invites you, your family and guests to the annual Thanksgiving Rendezvous
this October! Come rub fenders, trade stories and enjoy Thanksgiving dinner on Thetis Island.

Everyone is welcome!

Members, prospective members, past members and guests, boaters interested in offshore sailing and
friends young and old are all invited to attend. Boats of all sorts, sizes and condition are welcome. Some
come by kayak. Some fly in, others drive or walk on the ferry. Some come for one day, others for 3. 
Some stay onboard, others stay in the Thetis Island Marina rental suites. The choice is yours!

No Boat?  No Problem. Some land-based accommodation is available at Thetis Island Marina, or email
the Calgary Rendezvous Watchkeeper and request to berth with a member boat.

Reservations for Moorage
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Good anchorage is available nearby, but many BCA boats tie up and make full use of the marina docks
and facilities.  So the answer is “Yes, reserve today! The sooner the better.”  Marina space will be limited
(BCA shares the dock with marina residents and the locals) and it is easier to cancel than reserve at the
last minute: Dock Reservations:  250-246-1443;  Pub (alternate): 250-246-3464. BCA members will
receive a reduced moorage rate ($1.10 per foot – 2017 rate).

Your RSVP is Requested

Please RSVP on the website, even if there are doubts (look for “RSVP for this event”). Advance
registration is appreciated for planning purposes, but organizers also understand if things change and
there is a need to cancel. Thanksgiving Dinner will be served at the Thetis Island Marina Pub. Dinner
tickets must be purchased at the Marina Pub on arrival ($25.00 per person includes
dinner/dessert/taxes/tip).

_______________________________________________
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